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• Integrated Health Management 

• Maintaining impetus on 
Respiratory Risks 

• A new industry approach to 
Mental Health 

Developing a plan of action and 
monitoring progress



Mission & Purpose

• To create a national construction industry mental health awareness and suicide 
prevention programme 

• Changing the culture and working environment across the whole of the UK

• Creating a Construction Industry Support Network

• Improving and enriching the lives of millions of people 

• Benefitting

• UK Mental Health
• Construction Industry Nationally
• HiCLG – Pilot Programme



Stakeholders

• Every person in the construction industry  - c. 2 million

• Clients

• Unions

• Contractors

• Developers

• Specialists

• Manufacturers

• Construction Support Industries

• Mental Health CICs – MHFA, Samaritans, Living Works, Mind, TTC

• The Department of Health, Public Health England, NHS

• Institutions, Trade Associations, Training Organisations

• Health & Safety Executive



Terry Newton (1978-2010)

07 November 1978

26 September 2010



‘Certain occupational groups are at elevated risk of suicide compared with the 
general employed population, or compared with other occupational groups. At 
greatest risk were labourers, cleaners and elementary occupations’

Suicide by Occupation - British Journal of Psychiatry 02 Dec 13

‘Suicides appear to be at an alarming level within the construction industry. East 
Kent NHS (2002) revealed that 16% of male suicides from over a five-year period 
had occupations in the construction industry’

‘Another article in the construction trade press suggested that the construction 
industry has a higher suicide rate than any other profession, with one construction 
worker committing suicide every two days’

Broughton & Pearson, 2003

The dark side of the industry

Why ?



MEN

Don’t usually display symptoms of low mood they are more likely to drink 
more alcohol, use drugs or be aggressive.

Are embarrassed to admit to themselves or others that they have a problem

This makes it harder to ask for help

Delivering Male (Mind 2010)



Men ……. Suicide

�Men are far less likely than women to seek help with medical problems

� Depression occurs as often in men as in women, but women are 
twice as likely to be diagnosed and treated

� Men make up 94 per cent of the UK prison population

� One in nine adult men is dependent on alcohol; men are three times 
more likely than women to be alcohol dependent

� Men represent 85% of people who sleep rough

� Men represent 73% of people who go missing each year

�77% of all suicides in England & Wales are male

� 5891 people killed themselves in 2012

� 6,122 in 2014
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Doran Report August 2015



Thirty Five

Six

49%

One Hundred & Eighty Two ….. ?

Statistics
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Why ?





140



THE IRISH TIMES
Tue 28 Apr 15

Men in construction sectors ‘account 
for half of male suicides’



Construction Suicides

The data from The USA and Scotland makes the previous estimate of 180 construction industry suicides per 
year, appear to be a significant under-estimate and the numbers are likely to be much higher. More likely in the 
high hundreds

• Scotland has a population of circa 5,194,000 in 2009

• http://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/files/statistics/population-estimates/mid-2009/mid-2009-pop-est-
scotland.pdf

• 1083 recorded suicides, 140 from 4 major constriction trades

• 12.92 %

• Total population UK in 2009 = 63,390,000 estimated

http://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/bulleti
ns/annualmidyearpopulationestimates/2013-12-17

• Total suicides 5675

https://www.thecalmzone.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/suicides2009_tcm77-202259-2.pdf

• 12.92 % of 5675 = ……… 733 (estimated)



How ?
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MIC

Healthcare

Support

MHFA / Assist

Connector

GAT





How ? …… Parallel Development Programmes  

• Establish Headquarters

• Gap Analysis on education material
• MIC Approval

• Create a cadre of Master Trainers
• 10 x UK Master Trainers – 1 week

• Upskill existing network of MHFA / Living Works Instructors
• Roll out 1 day training programme across UK

• Target 200 trainers

• Train Connectors across the UK

• Train & Create a Network of Assist and MHFA’s

• Train Presenters

• Deliver 1 hour GAT sessions on every site, yard, office and 
location in the UK

• Apprentice Training ?

• Site Safety Plus ?

• Support Network

• Mind
• MHFA

• Living Works
• Samaritans
• DH

• NHS
• CALM
• Papyrus

See link below

http://rugbyleague.stateofmindsport.org/areas/

MIC Implementation Programme Support Network Programme





Five ways of Wellbeing

• Keep Learning 
It’s never too late to learn a new skill or take on a new challenge. Doing it will make you 
feel proud. Try a new recipe, learn an instrument or take a course. 

• Take Notice 
It’s not often that we stop to notice the world around us, but make time to have a look 
around once in a while, it will make you feel differently. Try noticing the Spring flowers or 
the Autumn leaves. 

• Connect 
Spending time with other people is important to everyone’s mental wellbeing. 
Connecting with others whether it’s family, friends, colleagues or neighbours can give us 
a boost when we need one. Try meeting up with friends or chat to a neighbour. 
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Five Ways of Wellbeing

• Give 
However we do it, doing something for someone else gives us a lift. Helping a friend or stranger 
could make their day. And that simple act of kindness can go a long way to making you feel good 
too. Try helping someone with their shopping or giving up your seat on the bus. 

• Be Active 
It doesn’t have to be an intense exercise regime but keeping active is key to keeping our bodies 
healthy and making us feel good. Doing something you enjoy is the most important bit. Try 
walking, cycling or playing a game. –

• See more at: 

http://www.rugby-league.com/article/37917/the-five-ways-of-well-
being#sthash.abzAxBh8.dpuf
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ICE H&S Conference 2016 roundICE H&S Conference 2016 roundICE H&S Conference 2016 roundICE H&S Conference 2016 round----upupupup

The presentation that stood out for me was from Martin Coyd who 
looked at “Mental Health: Addressing the issue before it grows.” 
Undoubtedly this was a sobering session and not a subject that one 
would usual discuss on a sunny Friday afternoon let alone at a 
conference. Regardless, it was insight and I felt made you sit up and 
think. We acknowledge that the industry is predominately male and 
this, broadly speaking, most men will not actively acknowledge 
stress. We normally hear “man up” or “real men don’t get stressed” 
yet stress is real issue that affects so many in our industry. Which is 
why Coyd’s question is even more poignant “How much to we spend on 
fall prevention and how much do spend on suicide prevention?”

Rhaynukaa Soni



Mental health at Mental health at Mental health at Mental health at SHExpoSHExpoSHExpoSHExpo: Mates in Construction: Mates in Construction: Mates in Construction: Mates in Construction

• So what are Mates in Construction doing? Martin talked about the three 
levels of training in MIC, from one hour inductions, to three hour courses, 
to three day suicide prevention training.

• The aim of the group is to raise awareness, engage the industry and bring 
people together to help open discussions about mental health and suicide 
prevention.

• Speaking to SHP martin said: “MIC will be launched this summer, it is a 
wonderful opportunity for the whole industry to come together, reduce 
stigma, and make a difference to millions of people’s lives.

• “This is THE industry, the built environment, we are the backbone of the 
country. I am proud to be a part of it and we have a real chance to make a 
huge difference”.



Deliverables
• Establish MIC Host

• Database 

• Employer 

• Source Funding

• Establish MIC UK Board
• CiHLG – Unions, Build UK, CECA, CCG, HSE, IOSH, B&CE, CITB, NED’s x 2

• Trustees ?

• Appoint MIC UK Programme Director

• Develop Strategy

• Legal
• Mates Franchise  √

• Contract

• MOU

• Trademarks



coyd@blueyonder.co.uk

07766 441974


